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What Are Error Checking Tests?

Error Checking Tests are assessments designed to evaluate an individual's proficiency in identifying and rectifying errors within sets of information.

These tests typically involve reviewing data, documents, or written content, requiring candidates to demonstrate keen attention to detail and accuracy. The primary focus is on practical skills related to error identification and correction, making these tests particularly relevant for roles that demand precision, such as those in finance, administration, data entry, and quality control.

Candidates preparing for error checking tests benefit from practicing with sample assessments, refining their attention to detail, and becoming familiar with common errors to enhance their performance in these specialized aptitude evaluations.

How Are Data Checking Tests Measured?

Data checking tests present you with a number of tables of information which must be checked against each other.

This type of test is used to measure how quickly and accurately errors can be detected in data.

Online Concentration/Work Rate – Practice Test
Download Data Checking – Practice Test
Practice Data Checking Test with JobTestPrep
It is used to select candidates for clerical and data input jobs, particularly where accuracy is important.





Data Checking TestsIf you need to prepare for a number of different employment tests and want to outsmart the competition, choose a Premium Membership from JobTestPrep.

You will get access to three PrepPacks of your choice, from a database that covers all the major test providers and employers and tailored profession packs.


Get a Premium Package Now
This data may be either meaningless, for example account numbers, or may be fairly meaningful, for example names and addresses.

In both cases, it’s vital to check each character rather than ‘read’ the data normally.

You should also bear in mind that there may be more than one error in any single piece of data.

These error checking tests usually contain between 20 and 40 questions and take 10 to 20 minutes to complete.

It is important, although difficult, to maintain your concentration for the full duration of the test.

The speed at which you can answer the test questions is the critical measure, as most people could achieve a very high score given unlimited time in which to answer.

This sample question paper contains 40 questions and has a suggested time limit of 15 minutes.

The questions are presented in Letter/A4 format for easy printing and self-marking.

Why Do Companies Use Error Checking Tests?

Companies incorporate Error Checking Tests into their hiring processes to assess candidates' practical skills in identifying and correcting errors within data and documents.

These tests are valuable tools to evaluate an individual's attention to detail, precision, and ability to maintain data integrity—qualities essential in roles requiring accuracy, such as finance, administration, and quality control. By employing Error Checking Tests, companies aim to ensure prospective employees possess the necessary skills to minimize errors and maintain the quality and accuracy of information within their specific operational contexts.

This targeted evaluation helps companies make informed decisions about candidates' suitability for roles where meticulous error checking is critical to organizational success.

Most Common Error Checking Question Types

Error checking tests encompass various question types that evaluate candidates' abilities to identify and correct inaccuracies within different sets of information.

One common type involves spotting numerical errors, requiring candidates to meticulously review numerical data for mistakes such as miscalculations or inaccuracies in financial figures. Another prevalent question type assesses written content for grammatical, spelling, or punctuation errors, emphasizing language proficiency and attention to detail.

Additionally, data interpretation questions may challenge candidates to identify inconsistencies within datasets. These diverse question types ensure a comprehensive evaluation of candidates' error checking skills, reflecting the nuanced demands of roles where precision and accuracy are paramount.

Frequently Asked Questions

What is an error checking test?
An error checking test is an assessment designed to evaluate an individual's ability to identify and rectify errors within sets of information. These tests commonly involve reviewing data, documents, or written content to pinpoint inaccuracies, emphasizing attention to detail and precision.





How do you pass an error checking test?
To succeed in an error checking test, candidates should carefully review the provided information, systematically identify discrepancies, and utilize effective time management. Practicing with sample tests, honing attention to detail, and familiarizing oneself with common errors are valuable strategies for success.





Are error checking tests aptitude tests?
Error checking tests share similarities with aptitude tests in assessing specific skills, such as attention to detail and accuracy. However, they are more focused on evaluating practical abilities related to error identification and correction, making them a specialized form of aptitude test.





Which jobs are the error checking test relevant for?
Error checking tests are particularly relevant for roles that demand precision and accuracy in handling information. These include positions in finance, administration, data entry, quality control, and any job where maintaining data integrity and identifying errors are critical.





Which test providers have error checking tests?
Several test providers, such as JobTestPrep offer error checking assessments. These tests may be integrated into the hiring processes of various companies to evaluate candidates' suitability for roles requiring meticulous attention to detail.
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